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Morphology transitions in diffusion- and kinetics-limited solidification of a liquid crystal

Jeffrey L. Hutter* and John Bechhoefer
Department of Physics, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada V5A 1S6

~Received 16 June 1998; revised manuscript received 7 December 1998!

A single material can solidify into a variety of macroscopic morphologies depending on the undercooling.
The manner in which one morphology changes into another as the undercooling is varied has received inad-
equate experimental attention, particularly for cases where the undercooling is large. There are two main
possibilities: there can be distinct transitions, in analogy with equilibrium phase transitions, or there can be a
continuous crossover, where one morphology gradually transforms into the next. We have studied the isother-
mal crystallization of the liquid crystal 10 OCB from its smectic-A phase. As the undercooling is varied, we
see several sharp transitions in the growth structure, accompanied by singular points in the front velocity curve.
We identify three types of morphology transitions: strongly first order, where the front velocity is discontinu-
ous; weakly first order, where the velocity curve, but not its derivative, is continuous~and the morphology
changes discontinuously!; and second order, which shows pretransitional effects and continuous changes in
growth properties.@S1063-651X~99!04104-5#

PACS number~s!: 81.10.Aj, 64.70.Md, 81.30.Fb
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I. INTRODUCTION

During solidification, the existence of a nucleation barr
causes growth of separate domains with well-defined fro
rather than simultaneous freezing throughout the en
sample. The nature of such a growth front depends
growth conditions and, in turn, determines the structure
properties of the resulting solid.

One important parameter is the undercoolingDT, the
amount of cooling below the equilibrium phase coexisten
temperature. ForDT,L/c, the latent heatL released by
freezing is enough to raise the local temperature above
melting point (c is the heat capacity!. Solidification can then
proceed only if this heat is removed from the vicinity of th
front. Typically, diffusion is the dominant transport mech
nism and the growth is known asdiffusion-limitedgrowth. In
the diffusive regime, the well-known Mullins-Sekerka inst
bility @1# can cause a flat interface to become unstable, le
ing to forms such as dendritic growth.

For DT.L/c, heat transport is no longer required a
attachment kinetics at the interface become the r
determining step. The diffusive instability is then remove
but, in practice, a flat interface is rarely seen. Instead, a
riety of phenomena including defect generation, polycrys
line solids, metastable phases, and, at the highest under
ings, glass formation, are seen.

The variation of growth properties with growth condition
has been modeled in several systems. For instance, th
velocities and curvatures of dendrites vary continuously w
undercooling@2#. In the kinetic regime, changes in grow
forms of polymers@3# and metal alloys@4# have been mod-
eled as a gradual crossover between growth limited by
face nucleation and growth limited by lateral spreading
the surface steps~i.e., ‘‘regime theory’’!.

More recently, sharper transitions between morpholog
have been examined, particularly in the diffusive regim
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@5–11#. Nondendritic morphologies such as the den
branched morphology have been seen in experimental
numerical models under conditions where dendritic solutio
are known to exist@6,11,12#. This suggests that a selectio
rule between distinct morphologies~each of which has its
own dependence on growth conditions! is at work. These
models, as well as theoretical discussions, show that the t
sitions between morphologies can be sharp. The ques
then becomes: Can one determine which of the availa
growth morphologies is seen?

A long-time goal in nonequilibrium physics has been
formulate the problem of pattern selection~i.e., in this case,
growth morphologies! in terms of an extremum principle
analagous to the minimization of a free energy in equilibriu
thermodynamics. Despite intensive effort, no general kine
potential for nonequilibrium systems has been found, thou
specialized approaches have proven useful in specific c
@13#. It is possible that such a potential involvinglocal ~in
space and time! growth properties cannot be found — th
growth form may depend on the growth history, as well
on current growth conditions.

In some cases, however, it has been possible to divide
space of growth parameters into a phase diagram@5,6,11,12#.
Ben-Jacob and co-workers@12# have discussed morpholog
transitions and selection principles in terms of the aver
growth velocity, which can be thought of as a response fu
tion to the driving force in the system~e.g., the undercooling
supersaturation, etc.! @6#. Since the rate of change in fre
energy at the interface is given by the integral of veloc
along the interface, the appropriate average must take in
facial shape into account. They define two types of morph
ogy transition in analogy with equilibrium phase transition
first order, in which the velocity~as a function of a growth
parameter such as undercooling! is discontinuous at the tran
sition point, and second order, in which the velocity, but n
its derivative, is continuous.

An intuitively appealing selection principle is that th
fastest growing morphology is the one dynamically selec
because it outruns competing growth modes, eventually
rounding them and preventing further growth. It should

ny,
4342 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Micrographs of 10 OCB solidification fronts. Each is the result of a separate experiment performed at the indicated unde
In the order of increasing undercooling, we see modeA, growth in the form of tangled fibers; modeB8, long needles traveling ahead of
front that resembles modeA; mode B, thick faceted needle crystals; modeC, dendritic growth with side branching; modeD, growth
superficially similar to modeC, but with branching at noncrystallographic angles and tips that are often bent; modeE, spherulitic growth
with a smooth front made up of crystals too small to see optically; modeF, banded spherulitic growth. Growth is to the right in all cas
Note that the scale of imageF differs from that ofA–E.
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noted that the fastest-growing mode hypothesis cannot, o
own, describe the first-order transition defined above —
one direction, the transitionmustbe to a slower mode. Ben
Jacob and co-workers suggest that, just as entropy domin
the equilibrium free energy at high temperature, the grow
velocity, representing the rate of entropy production, may
the most important term far from equilibrium. A more ge
eral selection principle may also involve variables associa
with the microscopic structure of the interface.

Morphology transitions have been observed in both
perimental and computational work. In many cases, part
larly in patterns observed in the Hele-Shaw cell and in sim
lations of diffusion-limited growth, the fastest-growing mod
hypothesis holds@6#. Other clear examples have been seen
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the measurement of growth velocities in metal alloys@9#.
However, we are aware of one counterexample in the lite
ture: measurements of growth velocities in pure nickel a
copper-nickel alloys show an apparent morphology transit
associated with adecreasein the slope of the velocity curve
— i.e., to a slower mode@8#. In this case, the relevance t
morphology transition schemes was not discussed.

There are few examples in the literature in which t
variation in growth morphology~let alone the velocity,
which is often not measured at all! has been characterize
well enough to distinguish between continuous and sh
transitions, particularly in the kinetic regime. In a recen
published paper@14#, we presented accurate measureme
of growth velocities along with measurements of front mo
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4344 PRE 59JEFFREY L. HUTTER AND JOHN BECHHOEFER
phology for a single-component system. Here, we give a
account of our work and discuss each transition seen.

II. EXPERIMENT

We selected the liquid crystalline material 4-cyan
48-decyloxybiphenyl~10 OCB! for our solidification study
@15#. 10 OCB exhibits a series of distinct solidification mo
phologies as the undercooling is varied. The main reason
this choice of material is one of convenience: morpholo
transitions occur at velocities useful for video microsco
(10–100 mm/s) and the material is easily undercooled,
lowing studies of growth in the kinetic regime. In contra
interesting behavior in polymer crystallization often occu
at velocities less than 1mm/s, while metals solidify with
front velocities of meters per second@16#. Nevertheless,
many of the growth modes observed are also seen in o
systems, making 10 OCB a useful model system.

The samples consisted of a thin (10mm) layer of 10
OCB sandwiched between two glass plates. T
(;170 mm) plates were used to ensure rapid cooling to
desired temperature. A complication of using a liquid crys
is that solidification occurs from a supercooled liquid crys
phase rather than from the supercooled, isotropic melt
order to create a defect-free sample with isotropic proper
in the two-dimensional plane of the layer, the glass pla
were treated with an organosilane@17# to impose homeotro-
pic anchoring with smectic layers parallel to the surfaces

In a typical solidification experiment, we begin by me
ing the sample into the isotropic phase on a hot plate.
then transfer the sample quickly to a computer-controlled
stage@18# set to the desired undercooling~typical stability
was 10 mK, with maximum gradients of 10 mK/mm!. The
sample quickly enters a supercooled smectic phase. As m
of the experiments are performed between 20 and 50 °C,
perturbation to the oven temperature due to inserting the
sample is usually small enough that the oven returns to

FIG. 2. Measurement of the solidification front location.~a! Im-
age of the solidification front.~b! Thresholded image differentiatin
between the solidified material~black! and the smecticA phase
~white!. ~c! Image ~b! with all points enclosed by the front set t
black and all non-enclosed black points set to white to rem
noise.~d! Pixels at the boundary between the phases.
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initial temperature before nucleation of the solid phase.
We studied the solidification front using optical micro

copy @19#. Sequences were stored digitally using a cha
coupled device~CCD! video camera@20# and frame grabber
@21#. In some cases, the field of view of the microscope w
too small to adequately estimate the direction and magnit
of the solidification velocity. This typically occurred at sma
undercoolings, where the growth front becomes very rou
For these experiments, we used a video lens@22#, rather than
the microscope.

Figure 1 illustrates the growth morphologies seen over
range of undercooling studied. Several of these grow
modes are similar to growth seen in other materials.
instance, dendrites~modeC) are characteristic of diffusion
limited growth in inorganic salts, organic solids, and meta
Spherulites~modesE andF) are important in the solidifica-
tion of many materials, notably polymers@23#. Other modes,
such as the tangled whiskers of modeA and the noncrystal-
lographically branched bundles of modeD are less familiar.

In order to characterize quantitatively the modes and th
transitions, we have measured properties of the growth fr
This required that curves indicating the locations of t
fronts be extracted from pictures such as those in Fig. 1.
accomplished this using the procedure outlined in Fig
@24#: The image is thresholded so that the solid reg
~which is darker due to scattering from the polycrystalli
solid phase! is predominantly black.~Low-contrast images
sometimes required a prior background subtraction to
move illumination variation across the sample.! All points
enclosed by the front are set to black@cf. Fig. 2~c!# to remove
noise in both phases. The front is then defined to be the s
black points which border at least one white point and
tabulated as an~unordered! set ofxi ,yi coordinates.

Note that in some cases, pockets of unsolidified mate
may be present behind the front defined in this manner.
our purposes, the average properties of the front defi
above are sufficient to distinguish the growth morphologi
However, the structure behind the front is important in ide
tifying the growth as either diffusion- or kinetics-limite

e

FIG. 3. Growth velocity of 10 OCB as a function of undercoo
ing. Note that separate branches of this curve are marked by
continuities in the slope and, in some cases, in the curve itself.
labels indicate the modes illustrated in Fig. 1. The data points
small undercoolings were measured using a camera lens in pla
the microscope to provide larger-scale averages for the rou
fronts.
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growth. In general, the latent heat released from the inter
in diffusion-limited growth in an infinite three-dimensio
system ~or quasi-two-dimensional system with insulatin
side walls! produces an open structure whose fraction of
lidified material is proportional to the undercooling. In o
system, heat transfer through the sides of the thin sam
allows this structure to eventually fill in, so identification
diffusive growth must be based on the structure very near
front. This additional mechanism of heat diffusion allows t
kinetics-limited regime to be more easily reached. The o
structures of modesA–D identifies them as diffusion-limited
growth modes@25#.

Once the set of pixels comprising the front has been
termined, its change in position over time can be used
determine the front velocity. We fit a circular arc to each
of interface points and measured the velocity from a plot
arc radius versus time. In practice, the centers of the bes
arcs depended on the range of points used for the fits
were quite different for different frames of the sequence.
deal with this, we forced the centers for the entire seque
to lie at the average center for a first set of fits. In addition
was necessary to first rotate the fronts so that they w
roughly along thex axis. This largely eliminated problem
associated with the uncertainty inxi : when the derivative
dy/dx of the arc is large, a small change inxi can result in a
large change in thex2 value, which measures the vertic
deviation from the fitting function, rather than the perpe
dicular deviation that would be more appropriate here.

Using these techniques, we constructed the velocity cu
shown in Fig. 3. Each point in this plot represents a sepa
experiment using the same~remelted! sample. The modes
from Fig. 1 corresponding to different regions of this plot a

FIG. 4. Effect of thickness on the front temperature.~a! Velocity
data for three sample thicknesses.~b! Data from ~a! corrected to
account for reheating due to the generation of latent heat. A the
diffusion constant of 1.2531023 cm2/s was assumed.
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indicated. Note that the boundaries between modes are
points where the velocity curve or its derivative is disco
tinuous. This claim will be further justified in the following
section.

Since the velocity versus undercooling curve is an imp
tant element of this study, we require accurate measurem
of the local interface temperature. This temperature is hig
than that of the heat bath due to latent heat released by
solidification front. The thin-cell geometry allows this late
heat to be removed through the glass walls of the sam
cell, rather than through the sample itself, resulting in
steady state with a constant front temperature and veloc
We investigated this temperature rise at the interface
varying the sample thickness. Figure 4~a! shows the velocity
data for three sample thicknesses. Heat loss through
sample walls is slower for thicker samples, resulting in
higher front temperature and, hence, a smaller undercoo
The result is velocity curves that are progressively stretc
along the undercooling axis as the apparent undercooling~as
measured by the oven temperature! becomes progressivel
larger than the true undercooling.

We estimate the temperature rise for a flat interfa
propagating at constant velocity into an infinite therma
conducting medium as@26#

dT52
Lvd

2pDrc
ln

vd

4pD
,

whereL is the latent heat per unit volume of sample,v is the
front velocity,d is the sample thickness, andD, r, andc are
the thermal diffusion constant, mass density, and spec
heat capacity at constant volume per unit mass, respectiv
of the conducting medium~taken here to be the glass plat
since the contribution of the thin sample is negligible!. The
result of applying a correction of this form to the data of F
4~a! is shown in Fig. 4~b!. Note the marked improvement i
the overlap of the three curves through most of their ran
The poor results at small undercooling are expected —
this region our fronts are far from flat and the assumption
a line interface and effectively infinite medium break dow
Since we mainly used sample thicknesses of;10 mm,
where the predicted temperature correction is only;0.6 °C

al

FIG. 5. Measurement of the fractal dimension. A log-log plot
the number of boxes required to cover the interface vs box size
be used to estimate the fractal dimension of the interface. The s
of the straight line indicates that the growth front has a frac
dimension of;1.4 over the length scales measured in the ima
The interface used in this example is shown in Fig. 2.
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4346 PRE 59JEFFREY L. HUTTER AND JOHN BECHHOEFER
at v5100 mm/s, and since no correction is available for t
rough fronts, we chose to display uncorrected data.

Two measures of the front morphology are the roughn
and the fractal dimension. We used the root-mean-squ
deviations of the data points from a fit to the interface
measure roughness. Although the location of the cente
the circular arcs used for the velocity measurement had l
effect on the velocity estimate, it did have a large effect
this roughness measurement. For this reason, we chos
measure RMS deviations from individual quadratic fits
each set of data. This had the effect of neglecting the con
bution of roughness on length scales comparable to the
age size. We estimated the fractal dimension using a b
counting algorithm@27#. We find that this measuremen
provides values of the fractal dimension that are constan
length scales over a range of almost two orders of magnit
~Fig. 5!.

Neither of these measurements provides a complete
scription of the growth front. Moreover, the roughness m
sure, as has been pointed out, was limited to the h
frequency components. Nevertheless, we will see that th
quantities can provide very clear signals of suddenchanges
in the growth morphology.

III. SMOOTH-CROSSOVER TRANSITIONS

So far, we have discussed growth morphologies and m
transitions without a careful definition of terms. We will d
fine the growth morphologyas the structure of the soli
phasenear the growth front. In principle, this need not be th
equilibrium structure that will be seen long after solidific
tion. In practice, the growth structure persists for at le
many days. The termgrowth modewill refer to a distinct
morphology separated from those seen under diffe
growth conditions by fairly rapid changes in morpholog
We will be most interested in cases where sharp chan
occur: morphology transitions. Once we have admitted th
possibility of sharp transitions, we may then ask what pr
ciple selects one competing morphology over another.

Not all transitions need be sharp. ModesB andC shown
in Fig. 1 are apparently quite different. ModeB exhibits

FIG. 6. Mode B8 needles in a thick cell~thickness5120
mm,DT59.4 °C.)
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large needles with faceted tips and few side branches, w
modeC resembles classical dendrites with rounded tips a
crystallographic sidebranching. However, the transition
tween these two modes appears to be smooth: no singul
in the velocity curve was ever seen~see Fig. 3!, nor were
sharp changes measured in any of the front properties as
undercooling was varied. Moreover, changing the underco
ing during growth produced a gradual change that occur
simultaneously throughout the entire front. This case is
sharp contrast to the transitions between other modes se
10 OCB.

FIG. 7. Effect of sample thickness on mode-B8 velocities. For
thicknesses of 50 and 120mm, modeB8 grows at larger velocities
and is observed over a wider range of undercooling than
samples of 10mm thickness.

FIG. 8. Velocity and roughness data for modesC–E. The sym-
bols for the data points indicate the growth morphology, as de
mined from microscope images.~a! Velocity as a function of un-
dercooling. Note the sharp changes in slope nearDT515 °C and
DT518 °C. ~b! RMS roughness of the growth front. Note the su
den changes in roughness at the discontinuities in the velo
curve. ~c! Fractal dimension. The sudden changes in growth fo
are also apparent in measures of the fractal dimension.
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IV. STRONGLY FIRST-ORDER TRANSITIONS

The large jump in velocity clearly identifies the transitio
involving mode B8 @28# as first-order morphology trans
tions. Despite much effort, we were never able to prod
growth velocities between modesB andB8, suggesting that
there is a true discontinuity. The sharp transition is also s
in measurements of quantities such as the average ne
width: the modeB8 needles are much narrower than those
modeB.

Since any transitionout of modeB8 is necessarily to a
mode with a smaller growth velocity, the selection princip
in this case must involve parameters other than the fr
velocity. One possibility is that the growth mechanism f
B8 can only exist over a small range of undercoolings. Ho
ever, we would then expect to see evidence of a singula
in some of the growth properties as the end of the domai
reached. We find that the growth propertieswithin modeB8
growth vary smoothly with undercooling.

Another possibility is that there is a selection rule oth
than the ‘‘fastest mode’’ hypothesis at play. Ben-Jacob a
co-workers have suggested that the general selection
may involve an additional contribution related to the fro
structure. Our observations suggest that modeB8, with its
infrequent sidebranching~see Fig. 1, modeB8), lacks an
effective mechanism for lateral spreading. Indeed, mos
the solidified material far behind the envelope of advanc
B8 needles resembles modeA.

FIG. 9. Evolution of front morphology across theCD transition.
~a!–~c! show the dendritic structure of modeC at increasing values
of the undercooling. Note that the front roughness decreases
~a! to ~c!. In ~d!, a slightly larger undercooling has resulted in t
mode-D structure, which itself becomes smoother in frame~e!.

FIG. 10. TheDC transition. The darker region is a portion o
modeC that is in the process of spreading laterally at the expens
modeD. The figure spans 3003750 mm. Growth is to the right.
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We also note that the width of modeB8 needles is similar
to the sample thickness, suggesting that the sample geom
is important. To explore this idea further, we grew modeB8
domains in thicker cells~50 and 100mm). In such samples
the microcrystals became larger~Fig. 6! and the velocity
discontinuity became more pronounced~Fig. 7!.

Although the apparent undercooling range for modeB8 is
increased in thicker samples, it is not clear that the true ra
of undercooling has been increased. Latent heat is not c
ducted away from the growth front as efficiently for thic
cells, so the true undercooling will be less than that set by
oven for quickly growing fronts~which have the largest rat
of heat production!. Although our focus is on morphologie
appearing in the thin-cell geometry, it is interesting to no
that the observations in thick cells suggest that modeB8,
with its large velocity discontinuity, will persist even for tru
three-dimensional growth.

V. WEAKLY FIRST-ORDER TRANSITIONS

In addition to the first-orderAB8 and B8B transitions,
sharp morphology transitions are seen between modesC and
D, and betweenD andE. As shown in Fig. 8~a!, the velocity
curve is continuous at these transitions, but the slope of
curve is not. Referring to the nomenclature of Ben-Jacob
co-workers, we might label these as second-order morp
ogy transitions. However, we will show that these are tr
first-order transitions, albeit with no detectable hysteresis
the velocity-undercooling curves.

We first consider theCD transition. Although the velocity
curve is continuous, there is a sudden change in the struc
as shown by Figs. 8~b! and 8~c!. The two modes are super
ficially similar ~i.e., similar roughness and fractal dimensio!
near the centers of their respective undercooling ranges,
are quite distinct near the transition. This evolution of fro
structure can be clearly seen in Fig. 9.

Further evidence that theCD transition is first order is
provided by the dynamics: if the undercooling of a growi
mode-D front is changed to a value where modeC would
normally be observed, the transition occurs by nucleat
and lateral growth of modeC ~and vice versa!. This process
is shown in Fig. 10, where a region of modeC has nucleated
after a sudden decrease in undercooling.

Despite the need for the new mode to nucleate during
morphology transition, no hysteresis is seen in Fig. 8~a! —
there is no region of overlap. This prompts us to term t
transitionweaklyfirst order, in contrast to the strongly firs
orderAB8 andB8B transitions. The most stable mode is ab

m

of

FIG. 11. Morphology hopping at coexistence.~a! A large barrier
relative to the noise level will not allow a morphology transitio
during the finite time of the experiment.~b! Hops between mor-
phologies are likely when the barrier height is comparable to
noise level.
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to consistently establish itself before the front arrives at
center of the cell, where it is recorded, regardless of
mode that nucleates initially, even when the undercoolin
set near the transition point.

The general idea underlying our distinction betwe
weakly and strongly first-order transitions is illustrated
considering a double-welled potential at coexistence~see
Fig. 11!. In Fig. 11~a!, the noise is much less than the barr
height, so that there is little chance that the system, sa
stateC, will jump to D during the fixed, finite duration of the
experiment. In Fig. 11~b!, by contrast, the barrier height i
comparable to the noise level and hops back and forth
likely. In this system, at other undercoolings, the relat
hopping rates will be skewed towards the lower well, sh
ing the amounts ofC and D correspondingly. Note tha

FIG. 12. Simulation of mode nucleation (1003500 lattice spac-
ings!. Three cases are shown:~a! Growth probabilities PC

50.2, PD50.207, andPS51023 ~see text!. The initial modeD
~white! dominates.~b! PC50.2, PD50.2, andPS51023. Domains
of modes C and D alternate.~c! PC50.207, PD50.2, and PS

51023. Once it has nucleated, modeC, which now has the larges
growth velocity is able to take over the growth front.

FIG. 13. Mode nucleation in theDE transition.~a! Nucleation
of modeD from modeE. This frame shows two domains of mod
D nucleating from a smooth mode-E front following a decrease in
undercooling. The mode-D needles have grown ahead of the mod
E front, allowing them to spread laterally via a branching proce
~b! Transition from modeE to modeD. The mode-E front, which
becomes established at undercoolings well below the trans
point, completes the transition process by burying mode-D needles
as they curve away from the growth direction. The dark fibers in
solid region behind the front are mode-D fibers that have already
been buried.
e
e
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‘‘noise’’ here does not refer to thermal noise, but is a me
sure of the randomness~due to the needle-shaped crystallite
nucleation, etc.! present in the microstructure of each mod

We next consider a simple lattice model@29# that shows
the consequences of the scenario described above, in the
text of a spatially extended system. Consider a square la
where each cell can be in the smectic state or in either of
solid morphologies~corresponding to modesC andD for the
purposes of this discussion!. The initial conditions are a col-
umn of cells in modeD, with everywhere else smectic. A
each time step, smectic sites adjacent to solid sites ca
converted into a solid phase. If the solid is modeC, the
smectic solidifies as modeC with probability PC and to
mode D with probability PS (S for ‘‘switch’’ !. The prob-
ability of remaining in the smectic phase is then 12PC
2PS . Similarly, smectic sites bordering a mode-D cell
themselves become modeD with probability PD and switch
morphologies with probabilityPS . We typically used values
of PC;PD;0.2 andPS50.001.

-
.

n

e

FIG. 14. ModeD at small undercooling. The structure resemb
the image of modeD in Fig. 1, modeD, but with increased rough-
ness. Note the curled tips which propagate with constant shap
the fibers lengthen and the broken curl at the center of the ima

FIG. 15. ModeD reentrance. ModeD has been observed in tw
undercooling regions: between modesC andE, and in a small range
near where modeB8 is normally observed. For modesB/C, D,
and E, mode selection seems to follow the ‘‘fastest mode win
rule. The smooth lines are meant as a guide to the eye only.
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This model, though simple, captures a number of featu
of kinetics-limited growth: it is purelylocal, can generate
overhangs, and produces roughness, but does not produc
shape instabilities of the diffusive regime. The key feature
that the front has the ability to hop between two grow
modes. When the growth probability~which is proportional
to the front velocity! of modeC is less than that of modeD
~i.e., PC,PD), domains ofC may nucleate but then di
away. ForPC.PD , an initial domain of modeD quickly
converts toC. Examples are shown in Fig. 12. Thus, t
velocity curve can remain continuous experimentally —
arbitrarily small velocity difference will allow the faste
mode to take over.

TheDE transition~nearDT58 °C in Fig. 3! shows simi-
lar behavior. In this case, some overlap of the two mode
seen. As with theCD transition, modeD nucleates from a
mode-E front when the undercooling is reduced@see Fig.
13~a!#, signalling a first-order transition. However, the r
verse process is more difficult to understand in this cont
As shown in Fig. 13~b!, modeE forms domains throughou
the sample long before modeD disappears. The needles
mode D are buried by the mode-E front when they curve
away from the direction normal to the mode-E front. It ap-
pears that the tip velocity of the mode-D needlesremains at
least as fast as the average velocity of the mode-E front
during this process. However, the averagefront velocityfor
modeD becomes less than that of modeE. The difference in
slope between the average front velocities for modesD andE
suggests that modeE would likely take over eventually a
the undercooling is increased, even in the absence of cu
ture in the mode-D needles — the effect of this curvatur
~which may be caused by viscous flow induced by the d
sity difference between the solid and smectic phases! may
simply shift the transition point.

The sudden changes in growth morphology and dou
valued velocity curve~in the regions where two modes co
exist! indicate thatC, D, and E represent distinct growth
modes, each with a separate dependence of velocity
structure on undercooling, rather than a single grow
mechanism with a strong dependence on undercooling.
ther evidence is provided by the reentrance of modeD at
small undercoolings. Near an undercooling of 10 °C, a m
with a slow front velocity is occasionally seen rather than

FIG. 16. Growth morphologies in directional solidification.~a!
modeC. ~b! Mode D. These experiments were performed with
imposed temperature gradient of 60 °C/cm. Note that the veloc
indicated do not agree well with the corresponding modes in
growth, perhaps due to the imposed gradient.
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fast growing modeB8 ~see Fig. 14!. These fronts are simila
to the the one shown in Fig. 1, modeD, but with a much
larger roughness. This roughness makes quantitative c
parison difficult, but is consistent with the observation th
the mode-D roughness increased with decreasing underco
ing. As shown in Fig. 15, the position of this mode in av
versusDT plot falls near the mode-D curve extrapolated to
low undercooling.

An interesting feature of the small-undercooling incarn
tion of mode D is that the needle tips are often curle
through.180° ~note Fig. 14!. These curls maintain a nearl
constant shape as the front grows. In order to maintai
constant length, the tips must uncurl as new material is ad
and the needles lengthen. This suggests that the shape r
sents a balance between stress caused by fluid inflow~caused
by the density change on solidification! and the elastic en-
ergy of the needle, which increases as the needle thick
The result is that only a short length near the tip is th
enough to remain bent at any time. The importance of m
chanical motion in the solid is highlighted by the fact that t
needles frequently break when they grow against neighb
ing fibers. This increases the number of needle crystals
may be important in the propagation of modeD.

The sharp transitions between modesC–E were also seen
in directional solidification experiments~Fig. 16!. In direc-

s
e

FIG. 17. The EF transition. ~a! Growth velocity curve for
modesE andF. ~b! Band spacing as a function of undercooling f
modeF. ~c! Correlation length of the bands.~d! Measures of the
optical contrast. The circles on the left indicate the standard de
tion in image intensity for the unbanded modeE. The right-hand
side shows the average band amplitude in modeF. The insets show
the evolution of the band profile as a function of undercooling.
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FIG. 18. Measurement of the correlation length.~a! Images of the banded morphology at various undercoolings.~b! Autocorrelation
images corresponding to~a!. ~c! Cross sections along the growth direction~normal to the bands! of the autocorrelation images shown in~b!.
Each is fit to a cosine function~with wavelength denotedl) multiplied by a decaying exponential~decay length,j) plus a small quadratic
baseline.
at
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al-
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f

tional solidification, an initially molten sample is moved
constant velocity through a temperature gradient such
the resulting solidification front is stationary in the frame
the microscope. In this case, the front velocity, rather th
at

n

the undercooling, is the control parameter, providing an
ternative view of mode transitions. The selection rule, wh
has been seen by other authors@30#, becomes the selection o
the mode stable at the smallest undercooling~with fixed ve-
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locity!. Due to the imposed temperature gradient, this m
will then lie at a point ahead of any front at a larger und
cooling, effectively choking it off.

Each case of a first-order transition with a continuous
locity curve seen here — theB/C to D transition, theD to E
transition, and the transition between modeB/C and the
small undercooling version of modeD — is consistent with
the ‘‘fastest mode wins rule.’’ This is indicated by th
smooth lines drawn schematically in Fig. 15. Both theCD
and DE transitions are accompanied by increases in
slope of the velocity versus undercooling curve. Thus,
trapolating the mode-D curve into either the mode-C or
mode-E regimes would predict a front velocity smaller tha
that of modeC or modeE, respectively, at the same unde
cooling. The sharp decrease in front velocity for modeB/C
at small undercoolings allows modeD, whose velocity de-
creases less rapidly with decreasingDT, to again become
dynamically stable with respect to modeB/C.

VI. A SECOND-ORDER TRANSITION

We have also studied the transition between modesE and
F. Note that unlike modesA–D, the modeE andF fronts are
compact, indicating that thermal diffusion is likely not th
dominant mechanism controlling these morphologies. Mo
E is first observed at an undercooling ofDT518 °C. Using
values ofL'120 J/g andc'2 J/g °C, measured by differ
ential scanning calorimetry, we see that thermal diffusion
no longer expected to be important at an undercooling
L/c560 °C. It may be that, as mentioned earlier, our sam
geometry allows access to the kinetic regime at smaller
dercoolings. However, there is noa priori reason to expect a
sharp transition precisely atL/c — the transition to a mode
that does not show the characteristics of diffusion-limit
growth merely indicates the dominance of another mec
nism.

We can identify these modesE and F as normal and
banded spherulites, respectively, which are typical
kinetics-limited growth in deeply undercooled viscous me
@23,31#. As details of this study will be published elsewhe
@32#, only results pertaining to the transition itself will b
discussed here.

Neither the velocity curve nor its derivative is discontin
ous in the vicinity of theEF transition. The curve does sho
a complicated structure with a local maximum and minimu
as the undercooling is increased. The growth front rema
smooth through the transition, with individual crystals t
small to image microscopically, so front roughness is no
useful indicator of the transition. Therefore, we have us
other quantities, plotted along with the velocity in Fig. 17,
study the transition.

The bands in modeF can be described by their averag
spacing, Fig. 17~b!, and correlation length~measured norma
to the direction of the bands!, Fig. 17~c!, as determined from
cross sections of the autocorrelation function~see Fig. 18!. In
addition, we plot the band amplitude, as measured from
tical contrast on the right-hand side of Fig. 17~d!. None of
these measures can be easily extended to the nonban
modeE; instead, we plot the standard deviation of the ima
intensity on the left side of Fig. 17~d!.

The sharp variations in structure point to a sharp tran
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tion between modesE andF. Measures of structure disorde
— the intensity fluctuations on the mode-E side and the van-
ishing correlation length on the mode-F side — show the
increasing importance of fluctuations as the transition is
proached. These observations, along with the smooth, n
hysteretic velocity curve, identify the transition as seco
order.

The classification of this second-order transition rema
elusive. The sudden change in correlation length is consis
with an order-disorder transition@33#, but the band contras
does not vanish, as would be expected for such a transi
Alternatively, the diverging wavelength and cusp-like inte
sity traces suggest a continuous nucleation transition@34#.
Near such transitions, domain sizes diverge logarithmica
and domains are separated by narrow twist walls. Howe
the sudden decrease in correlation length near the trans
does not fit this scheme.

These macroscopic measurements of spherulitic gro
have not addressed the problem of the mechanism res
sible for banded growth. The banding mechanism has
mained one of the outstanding problems of crystal grow
despite nearly a century of observations. Bands have b
associated with a rotation~about the radial direction! of the
optic axis of the microcrystals comprising the spherul
@23,35#. However, the origin of this rotation and the cause
large domains of correlated bands continue to be deba
The observation that the transition from unbanded to ban
spherulitic growth is a second-order, sharp transition may
important for an eventual understanding of the band
mechanism.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have studied transitions between sol
fication morphologies in the liquid crystalline material 1
OCB as the undercooling is varied. Careful measurement
the velocity versus undercooling curve coupled to quant
tive measurements of the macroscopic structure of the re
ing solid have allowed us to identify sharp transitions in bo
the diffusion- and kinetics-limited solidification regimes.

Two of the transitions (AB8 andB8A) exhibit a jump in
both velocity and structure, as expected for first order m
phology transitions. In such cases, a ‘‘fastest-mode-win
rule cannot apply, as varying the undercooling through
transition in one direction causes a sudden increase in ve
ity, but causes a velocitydecreasein the other direction.
These transitions, then, must involve other mechanisms,
haps related to the front structure.

The velocity curve, but not its derivative, is continuous
the transitions between modesB/C, D, andE. Here, discon-
tinuities in structure, signalled by sudden changes in qua
ties such as the front roughness, show that these, too,
first-order transitions. Each of the transitions in this ser
favors the fastest-growing mode. The existence of a tra
tion between two modes at precisely the undercooling wh
their extrapolated velocity curves cross provides strong e
dence that for these transitions the selection principle i
function of the average front velocity alone. Because
fastest-mode-wins rule does not apply to strongly first-or
transitions~since these cannot be a function of the avera
front velocity!, it is unclear whether or not our results for th
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CE andDE transitions are typical of weakly first-order tran
sitions. We remind the reader that in at least one kno
transition, the rule fails@8#.

Finally, we have shown the transition between unban
and banded spherulitic growth~modesE andF, respectively!
in this material to be analagous to a second-order transit
To our knowledge, this is the first example of a true seco
order morphology transition. Although the precise nature
ys
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this transition remains unknown~as does the banding mech
nism itself!, this observation may be important for futur
studies of banded growth.
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